DESIGN • Refurb • Refresh

BRAC Contracting:
seamless project management - superb results

Con
tracting
Every commercial construction project can benefit from BRAC’s expertise. As principle contractors
with forty year’s combined experience, we are uniquely placed to drive your build forward for
exceptional results.

DESIGN • Refurb • Refresh

We consistently deliver skillful project management, from commercial refurbishments to delicate historical
renovations and energy efficient refits. Choose BRAC as your main contractor for complete delivery, Or we can
slot into an existing project plan if you need an extra helping hand.
From conception to completion your schedule is in safe hands with us. With access to a fine network of industry
leading experts we have the skills at our fingertips to manage your project on time, on budget, and to
superb standards.

Comprehensive surveying and planning for
your peace of mind

Integrated solutions for 21st century
buildings

Our innovative range of energy efficient products can
be tailored to suit the functionality of your building.
In doing so, we often achieve solutions for planning
permission where other more traditional options have
been rejected.

BRAC are not just experts in planning and construction,
we are specialists in energy efficiency too. We will assess
your building’s green credentials from the very start of
your project, developing a bespoke solution for you to
save energy, preserve structural integrity, and uphold
your building’s aesthetic.

Exceptional delivery to exemplary standards

BRAC’s expertise ensures that renewable energy is never
an afterthought. By applying all our knowledge from
the outset we ensure that you choose the best solar and
renewable energy options for your building. You will
reap the rewards for years to come through government
approved credit schemes for energy efficiency
and generation.

At BRAC we use only the finest tradesmen to deliver
every project in record time and to your budgetary
requirements. Our ethical approach to construction
results in work of the highest integrity, delivered with
courteous consideration to your staff
or tenants.
Our respectful, exacting approach is what encourages
clients to return to us for all their construction needs.
They know they can rely on us to provide the highest
quality results in rapid time and with stringent attention
to every last detail.

Talk to
BRAC today
To find your
contracting solution
Our friendly
professional team
are waiting to discuss
your requirements and
develop a bespoke
contracting package
for you.
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